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Abstract— In this paper, we consider the problem of
pursuit-evasion using multiple Autonomous Underwater Vehi-
cles (AUVs) in a 3D water volume, with and without obstacles in
terms of islands and the seabed topography. Pursuit-evasion is a
well studied topic in robotics, but the results are mostly set in 2D
environments, using unlimited line-of-sight sensing. We propose
an algorithm for range-limited sensing in 3D environments
that captures a finite-speed evader based on a single previous
observation of its location. The pursuers are first moved to form
a cage formation that contains the evader while minimizing the
number of pursuers required. Upon completion of the initial
cage, the cage is then changed to a smaller spherical cage that is
shrunk until every part of the volume containing the evader is
sensed, capturing the evader. The pursuers only need minimal
communication and computation while the mission is carried
out and most of the computation is done beforehand, allowing
for easy implementation.
Index Terms— Planning Scheduling and Coordination, Multi-
Robot Systems, Marine Robotics
I. INTRODUCTION
Pursuit-evasion is a game played between two opposing
sides, the pursuer(s) and evader(s). The goal of the pursuers
is to capture the evaders, while the evaders try to stay free
for as long as they can. There exists many variations on the
problem, including different numbers of players on each side,
definition of capture, pursuer and evader capabilities, and
shape and size of the game area, as described in the survey by
Chung et al. [5]. The different variations have been motivated
by e.g., search and rescue strategies, security robots clearing
a building or for understanding the movements of animal
predators searching for prey.
Caging is the act of creating a connected perimeter, in
two or three dimensions, around a given target such that the
target cannot leave the area without breaching the perimeter,
but is still free to move within it [14]. While the cage can
be physical, like in grasping [7], it can also be based on
sensory detection where the target is simply detected but not
obstructed when it tries to escape. In this paper we consider
the detection case. This problem can be found in areas such
as wildlife surveillance, escorting, security and herding [15].
In this paper we consider the following pursuit evasion
scenario, where the evader is either an aquatic mammal such
as a whale, or an intruding submarine or AUV (See Figure 2.
Initially there is a first sighting of the evader at a given
location. After the sighting, the evader might move, and an
uncertainty region of possible locations is growing over time.
To contain the evader a large so-called containing cage (see
Section III) is formed, possibly making use of terrain such
as islands and shallower parts of the water volume. This is
done by discretizing the problem into a graph, letting edge
Fig. 1: Generated cage positions for AUVs(green) on the unit
sphere(red). The full sensor ranges are not shown for visual
clarity. First row shows 12 AUVs with spherical(left) and
conical(right) sensors. The second row shows 20(left) and
50(right) AUVs with spherical sensors.
costs correspond to the area of the cage segment between
the edge on the surface, and the seabed right underneath it,
see Figure 2b. Pursuers are then sent to create this containing
cage, as in Figure 2c. This cage is kept until a second sighting
is reported. A new uncertainty region is now growing around
the sighting, but the pursuers are much closer this time, and
the possibility for a spherical so-called capturing cage are
explored (see Section IV). If such a cage can be formed with
the available pursuers, before the uncertainty region grows
beyond it, the containing cage is replaced by a spherical
capturing cage, as shown in Figure 2d. Finally, this spherical
cage is uniformly shrunk until capture, i.e., accurate spotting
of the evader by the pursuers own sensors.
The main contribution of this paper is a two-step planning
algorithm for underwater pursuit evasion that guarantees
capture under computed requirements. The algorithm takes
into account the bounded sensing range and movement speed
of the pursuers. To the best of our knowledge, no such
algorithm is described in the literature.
The agents only need minimal computation on board. The
initial large area cage is computed before the operation and
the secondary spherical cage formations are computed and
stored before the operation. Given the new information after
the first cage is established, a suitable secondary cage is
simply chosen from the available ones.
The outline of this paper is as follows, first, in Section II
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Fig. 2: Steps of the overall algorithm. In (a) the original formulation with a closed continuous curve Q(blue) with the area
underneath it (red) and the contamination inside (orange) are shown on top of a depthmap D(brown). In the rest of the
figures, caging is shown at different steps. In (b), an example G is shown as 4-connected circles with different colors for the
contamination, cage and the rest. A cage Qd surrounds F with area WQd underneath it. A half-line L (purple) is also shown,
cutting Q and G. In (c), the results of circle-packing are shown. Agents with conical sensors are positioned to completely
cover Qd. In (d), the circular cage is shown with the agents covering it. The larger prismatic cage is kept for reference.
we describe related work. Then, in Section III we describe
the first algorithm that creates the large area cage while
minimizing the number of agents needed. Following this,
in Section IV we describe the generation of the spherical
cage that eventually captures the evader. In the following
Section V we show the overall working of the system to show
how the two parts come together, followed by conclusions
in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
The vast majority of the work on pursuit evasion has
considered 2D environments, as described in recent surveys,
[5], [13], and 3D pursuit evasion has largely been an open
problem. In [13], it is noted that most authors use a 2D
single-layer representation of the world.
In a recent work [8], the authors present a control frame-
work for encircling a moving target in 3D. Encircling is
an adjacent method to caging, where an incomplete cage is
in constant motion and the pursuers speed compared to the
evader speed makes the cage possible. The pursuers create a
circle on a plane around the evader and use that plane as their
basis of movement. While the 2D plane rotates and moves in
3D, the encircling agents are always on that plane thus the
evader is never completely caged. In their proposed future
work, the authors mention encircling on multiple planes.
Encircling on multiple planes is different than caging in 3D
in the sense that agents on different planes do not have to
keep a maximum distance from each other, they only need
to keep the distance in the plane they are part of. A similar
encirclement problem is addressed in [17] with a control
method that is fully distributed. They consider the case where
any agent only knows the position of the two neighboring
agents on the circle. Both of these works rely on the evader
being slow and large enough that the encirclement can catch
it before it fully escapes. In this paper, we do not rely on
the evader being large or slow for capture, once the cage
is complete, capture is guaranteed regardless of the physical
properties of the evader.
The authors of [1] present a method of control in 3D to
cage a target using multiple agents. In their work they assume
that a 3D shape around the evader is given. This shape is
not required to be circles on planes unlike [8]. The focus of
the work is on keeping this given formation while allowing
movement rather than choosing the formation. The methods
described in [1] can thus be used in combination with the
methods described in this paper where the methods in this
paper generate the shapes required.
In [3], the authors consider the problem of pursuit-evasion
inside a closed and fully observable 2D polygonal space.
They assume the pursuers always know the position of
the evader and vice versa. They use identical pursuers
and evaders in terms of movement capabilities. Their main
contribution is that they show that three pursuers are always
enough and sometimes necessary to guarantee capture for
arbitrary polygonal worlds. The biggest difference between
this paper and ours is the knowledge both the pursuers
and the evaders have of each other. The assumption of
continuous knowledge of evader position is very unlikely to
hold in an underwater setting since communication ranges
and bandwidth are very limited. The authors of [3] also
consider the problem in 2D.
The work done in [12] use experiments to evaluate the
capability of acoustic communication underwater. They show
that recent advances in acoustic underwater communications
enables a dynamic multi-agent system such as the one
described in this paper. Communication is useful for our
work in the sense that the pursuers in our work need to
communicate in order to coordinate the phases of operation,
and overall performance is thus enhanced by more reliable
and frequent communications. The work done in [12] shows
that the system we suggest is indeed realizable.
In this paper, we go beyond the works described above
and propose a two-step algorithm for 3D pursuit-evasion. Our
method creates a plan that first restricts the evader to a known
volume using the minimum number of agents, followed by
the creation of a secondary cage that shrinks the volume
to guarantee the capture of the evader. We make minimal
Fig. 3: Different results of optimal cages. Bright yellow area shows the contaminated area F and the dashed line around it
shows the Q∗d found. The found cage is shown fully, without removing the parts that lie on islands. Island areas are shown
in solid black. It can be seen that the cage uses different amounts of islands and shallow areas in order to optimize surface
area. In the leftmost figure, the cage exploits three islands while on the rightmost, the cage is using no islands and is tightly
wrapped around F .
assumptions about the land in which the operation takes place
and we incorporate the sensing models of the agents into the
plan.
III. MINIMAL SURFACE AREA PRISMATIC
CONTAINING CAGE
A. Problem Formulation
In order to formally specify this problem, we first need
some definitions.
Definition 1: Depthmap and Freespace
A depthmap Dm is a measurement of the seafloor depth at
every point such that any point q ∈ R2 has depth d = Dm(q).
Dm(q) ≥ 0 , ∀ q . The Freespace is the set of all positions
that the pursuers and evaders can occupy, D = {(x, y, z) :
0 ≤ z ≤ Dm((x, y))}
Definition 2: Contaminated area
A contaminated area F is a connected subset of D which
we are interested in containing completely by a cage.
Definition 3: Cage
A cage Q is a single closed loop curve in R2. The area under
the cage is defined as
WQ =
∮
Q
Dm(q) dq (1)
By construction, Q separates D into two disjoint sets: in and
out. See Figure 2a.
Problem 1: Minimum area cage
Find an optimum cage Q∗ in D such that WQ∗ is minimum
and the in set contains F and Q∗ does not intersect F . Our
formal problem definition is as follows:
Q∗ = arg min
Q
WQ (2)
D = in ∪ out (3)
Q∗ ∩ F = ∅ (4)
F ⊆ in (5)
Intuitively, the less wall area the cage has, the fewer number
of AUVs will be required to completely cover the cage,
given that each AUV is equipped with a finite-range sensor.
Distributing circular sensor footprints over a given wall shape
corresponds to an instance of the so-called circle packing
problem [10]. Here, we note that the number of AUVs needed
is proportional to the wall area.
Assumption 1: Q∗ is not a spiral-like shape
Q∗ has at least two half-lines that start from in and go
through out where both half-lines intersect Q∗ exactly once.
We explain why we make this assumption later in the paper.
This assumption will allow us to devise a method that is
computationally efficient.
B. Proposed Approach
In order to solve Problem 1, we discretize the space in the
following way:
Definition 4: Discrete world
Consider a graph G = (V,E) that is embedded in the plane.
Let furthermore the vertices be placed in a grid with ∆
distance between non-diagonal neighbors and with edges to
the eight closest neighbours.
Thus, V = {vi = (n∆,m∆) ∈ R2, n,m ∈ Z, |n|, |m| ≤
Ngrid,∆ ∈ R+}, and E = {(vi, vj) : vi, vj ∈ V, ||vi−vj || ≤√
2∆}. Let the boundary vertices Vb = {vi = (n∆,m∆) :
|n| = Ngrid or |m| = Ngrid}
Define a cost function c : E → R+ as c((vi, vj)) = ||vi−
vj ||(Dm(vi) +Dm(vj))/2.
G is a discrete graph representation of D where the edge
costs carry the depth information from Dm(See Figure 2b).
Each edge represent a parallelogram that starts at the surface
and extends down to the seabed. A collection of these
parallelograms create a closed surface that separate D into
in and out while at the same time separating G into two
disjoint graphs Gin = (Vin, Ein) and Gout = (Vout, Eout).
Similarly, the contaminated area F is also represented by
a sub-graph Gcont = (Vcont, Econt). With these new sub-
graphs available we define the following discrete version of
Problem 1.
Problem 2: Minimum surface area discrete cage
Find a discrete closed path Qd = {v1, v2, . . . , vN : vi ∈ V },
with (vi, vi+1) ∈ E and (vN , v1) ∈ E that minimizes the
surface area WQd =
∑N−1
i=1 c(vi, vi+1) such that the graph
Gs = (Vs, Es) is composed of two non-connected sub-
graphs Gin and Gout. Formally:
Q∗d = arg min
Qd
WQd (6)
Vs = V \Q∗d = Vin ∪ Vout (7)
Es = {(vi, vj) ∈ E : vi, vj 6∈ Qd} = Ein ∪ Eout (8)
Vcont ⊂ Vin , Vb ⊂ Vout (9)
A set of solutions can be found in Figure 3.
Lemma 1: Pick a vertex in the contaminated set F and
draw a half-line L in some direction. Let Ecut ⊂ E be the
set of edges that intersect L and Gr = (V,Er = E\Ecut) be
the graph that remains after Ecut is removed from G. Given
an optimal closed path Q∗d = (V
∗
d , E
∗
d) ⊂ G, if E∗d ∩Ecut =
{(vci , vcj)} (a single edge, by Assumption 1) then the optimal
open path Q∗o ⊂ Gr has the cost:
WQ∗o = arg min
Qo
N−1∑
i=1
c(vi, vi+1) , vi ∈ Qo ⊂ Gr (10)
And this cost is close to the optimum closed path cost:
WQ∗o = WQ∗d − c(vci , vcj) (11)
EQ∗o = EQ∗d \ {(vci , vcj)} (12)
Since L was chosen arbitrarily, the selection of the edge
(vci , v
c
j) does not change the optimality of the produced open
path Q∗o and vice-versa.
Proof: Proof by contradiction: Given Q∗d and Q
∗
o are
both optimum then EQ∗d = EQ∗o ∪ (vci , vcj), thus the edge
(vci , v
c
j) must also be the optimum edge. If there exists
another edge (v′i, v
′
j) such that c(v
′
i, v
′
j) < c(v
c
i , v
c
j), then
there exists another closed path Q′ = (V,EQ∗o∪(v′i, v′j)) with
cost WQ′ = WQ∗o + c(v
′
i, v
′
j) where WQ′ < WQ∗d . Which
means Q′ has a lower cost than Q∗d, which is contradictory
to Q∗d being the optimum. Thus a lower cost edge (v
′
i, v
′
j)
can not exist.
The definition of Q∗o allows us to separate Problem 2 into
two parts. The first part is finding the opening itself, this can
be done arbitrarily since the selection of the edge (vci , v
c
j)
does not change the cost difference between the closed path
and the open path as long as Assumption 1 holds.
The second part of the problem is to find a minimal cost
connecting path from vci to v
c
j under the constraint that it
does not intersect with the contaminated set F . This is a
well-known path planning problem and can be solved with
the A* algorithm.
In Algorithm 1 we show the full algorithm that solves
this problem. The naive method to solve Problem 2 is to
linearly iterate through all L and all (vci , v
c
j) combinations
and running an optimum path finding algorithm such as A*
on each, then choosing the minimum cost one. However,
this is inefficient. We can make this search more efficient
by utilizing multi-start multi-end path finding, binary search
and Assumption 1. The following parts explains the details
of the algorithm.
1) Binary Search on L (Line 6): The first speed-up we
get is from eliminating the need for linear search on each L.
In order to eliminate large numbers of (vci , v
c
j) pairs, we first
divide L into two parts L1 and L2. For each part, we run the
multi-start multi-end A* algorithm where the starting points
are on one side and ending points are on the other side of
each Li. This effectively relaxes the (vci , v
c
j) = EQ∗d \ EQ∗o
constraint and thus gives us a lower-bound cost WLi for
all of the paths that have (vci , v
c
j) adjacent to Li. We can
compare this lower-bound cost to an arbitrary reference cost
WQ′ . If WLi > WQ′ we can remove Li from the search,
effectively eliminating the need to run A* for all pairs of
(vci , v
c
j) adjacent to Li. As a reasonable estimate for WQ′ ,
we choose the closest pair to F . This procedure is effectively
binary search for the lowest cost on L and can be repeated
until the minimum cost path on L is found.
2) Non-spiral Optimum Cage: Given that L cuts exactly
one edge of the optimum closed path Q∗d, we need to find
only one L to find the corresponding Q∗o but since the
shape of Q∗d is not known, we can not be sure that the L
we used cuts only one edge. Unless all Li are searched,
it is not possible to be certain that the problem is solved.
However, if we can find some number of Lis that all yield
the same closed path, then we can be reasonably sure that
the found path is the optimal one. Unless the non-spiral
assumption (Assumption 1) breaks, randomly choosing Lis
will eventually lead to the two Ls we assume exists. This
randomized approach allows us to skip a linear search over
the half-lines.
Algorithm 1: Minimal Area Cage
Input: D,Dm, F,∆
Result: Minimal area discrete cage Q∗d = {v1, . . . , vN}
1 validationCount = 3 ;
2 G← square grid graph from Dm with ∆ distance
inside D;
3 Gcont ← create graph with vertices of G that lie in F ;
4 previousQs ← {} ;
5 while count(previousQs) < validatonCount do
6 L = random half-line from within F ;
7 Gr ← remaining graph after edges that intersect
with L are cut ;
8 WQ , Q ← BinarySearch(L,Gr, Gcont);
9 if WQ is cheaper than any WQis in previousQs
then
10 previousQs = {Q} ;
11 else if WQ is equal to all WQis in previousQs then
12 add Q to previousQs ;
13 return any Q from previousQs
C. Results
In order to test our algorithm, we have generated random
depthmaps and random contaminated areas. The depthmaps
were generated using smoothed semi-structured noise and the
contaminated areas were generated with smoothed random
rectangles. The depthmaps were truncated to remove values
smaller than 0 such that any point with value 0 corresponds
to an island. See Figure 3 for some of the results. The graph
G was generated such that every pixel in the map is one
vertex in G.
As can be seen from Figure 3, the cages found often
take the longer path that goes through the island parts of
the depthmap. Since the islands are essentially zero cost for
the cage, meaning we need not put AUVs on islands, using
islands might reduce the cost of the operation considerably.
In other cases where islands are not present or are too far
away from the contamination, our method finds the optimal
cage closer to the contaminated area.
IV. MAXIMUM VOLUME SPHERICAL
CAPTURING CAGE
A. Problem Formulation
We formalize the main problem of this section as follows.
Definition 5: Spherical and conical sensors
We assume the AUVs are equipped with sensors such that
they can sense a volume of water in the shape of a cone,
with opening angle 2α and radius rp. Note that if α = pi the
cone becomes a sphere.
Problem 3: Free space, spherical sensors
Given an evader with position e(t) ∈ R3 with maximum
speed ve that is detected at time t0 in position C ∈ R3, and
a set of N pursuers with positions p1(t), ..., pN (t) ∈ R3 with
maximum speed vp and sensor range rp.
Find a set of poses and speed limit vp such that we can
guarantee capture of e, in terms of at some point in time
being within sensor range of at least one pursuer pi.
Problem 4: Free space, conical sensors
This problem is the same as Problem 3, but with conical
sensors, α < pi.
Note that the conical sensor problem can be transformed
to the spherical sensor problem by introducing a circular
movement pattern to each AUV. This can be achieved by
moving each AUV in a spherical pattern such that the conical
sensor scans a spherical volume. This movement can also
abstract away under-actuated AUVs that can not stand still
in water. The necessary margins can then be added to the
sensing model to complete the abstraction.
B. Proposed Approach
Informally, the proposed solution for Problem 3 and 4
is composed of three steps. First we compute the maximal
cage that can be created, given the number of pursuers N
and their sensor range rp. Then we compute the time needed
to reach that cage formation. Finally, we compute the size
of the contaminated volume, the volume in which the evader
must be, at that time. If the contaminated volume is inside
the maximal cage when the pursuers establish it, we can
guarantee capture at some point by gradually shrinking the
cage.
To formalize the approaches we need some definitions.
Definition 6: Contaminated Set
We extend our previous definition (Definition 2) of a contam-
inated area to a contaminated volume. Let the contaminated
set be given by a sphere S(t) ⊂ R3 of radius re = ve(t−t0),
centered at C.
Note that, since the evader was observed at time t0 at C, we
have e(t) ∈ S(t) by construction, that is, the evader must be
inside the contaminated set.
Definition 7: Sensor footprint radius
Let rs be the maximal radius of the circle that is given by
intersecting the sensor cone (sphere) with another sphere s,
when the cone is pointed towards the center of s. Note that if
s is much larger than rp and α is large, the sensor footprint
radius will be close to the sensing radius rs ≈ rp, and for
small α, rs ≈ rp sin(α), see Figure 5.
Note that this definition lets us generalize our sensor model
to any shape that has a circular footprint on a sphere. As
long as a circular footprint exists and rs can be found, other
sensor models are also usable. For simplicity, we refer to rs
as our sensor range in the rest of the section.
Definition 8: Caging Formation
Given a sensor range rs, we say that the pursuer positions
p1(t), ..., pN (t) ∈ R3 form a Caging Formation if we can
create a closed surface made of triangles with pursuers at
the vertices, such that every point of a triangle is within
range rs of at least one pi.
Note that if an evader starts within a caging formation, it
cannot escape without passing one of the triangles of the
closed surface, and thereby coming within sensor range of
one of the pursuers. Thus, to solve the problems we need to
create a caging formation at some time instant t′ such that
the closed surface of the formation contains the contaminated
set S(t′).
The creation of a proper caging formation is divided into
three parts. First, we find a good formation for N pursuers.
Second, we scale the formation so that it is a maximal caging
formation given the sensor ranges rs. Finally, we need to
assign agents to all the positions in the formation.
Algorithm 2: Maximum Volume Spherical Cage
Input: N, rs
Result: Pursuer destinations [f1 . . . fN ] ∈ R3 and
1 Create randomly positioned particles [p′1...p
′
N ] on S0;
2 Simulate damped particles moving on S0 under
repulsive Coulomb forces.;
3 edges = Delaunay([p′1...p
′
N ]);
4 Lp = maxlength(edges);
5 L =
√
3rs;
6 fi ← (L/Lp)p′i ∀i ∈ 1...N ;
7 re ← ||C − f1|| ;
8 return re, [f1 . . . fN ]
1) Spherical Sensors: Here we address Problem 3 us-
ing Algorithm 2 and 3. The algorithms are explained in
detail below, but we first note that in the pseudo-code,
Delaunay() returns the edges of the triangulated convex
hull, maxlength() returns the maximum length of the given
line segments, and ROT () optimizes the orientation of the
cage.
Generic formation for N pursuers (Algorithm 2 lines
1-2): Since the sphere is the surface of given area that
maximizes the enclosed volume, it is reasonable to look for
caging formations where the pursuers are positioned on the
surface of a sphere.
The problem of regular distribution of points around a
sphere is well studied, and known as the Thomson Prob-
lem, [9]. It was originally proposed in terms of trying to
minimize the electric potential energy of a system of electric
charges moving on a sphere. These charges push each other
with a force proportional to 1/l2ij where lij is the distance
between the charges i and j.
It has also been shown, that apart from the so-called
Platonic solids (PS) [11] with N = 4, 6, 12 it is not possible
to find a single maximal distance l such that lij = l for all
i, j given they are the closest neighbors, [16]. Platonic solids
are regular polyhedra such that every face is the same shape
and size thus all edges are the same length.
Inspired by the Thomson Problem we simulate N electric
charges on a sphere of unit radius in order to find a good
caging formation. The relative positions of the points will
then be scaled according to given real distances. Since the
formation is positioned on the surface a sphere, scaling
around C is trivial.
Fig. 4: A triangle that makes up the cage walls. Points
A,B,C are centers of the sensing surfaces with radius rs.
ÂBC is an equilateral triangle of side l. Point X is the
intersection of the three medians (|AH|, |BG| and |CF |) of
the triangle.
Caging formation for N pursuers with given spherical
sensor range (Algorithm 2 lines 3-7): Given a generic
formation for N pursuers on the surface of a sphere we must
now scale it so that it is a caging formation with respect to
the sensor range rs.
If we assume that the formation is made up of equilateral
triangles, we have the situation depicted in Figure 4. As can
be seen, to make sure every part of the triangle is within
sensing range, the pursuer distances lij must be smaller than
l =
√
3rs. Thus, given rs and a generic formation for N
agents on the unit sphere, we can scale the formation so that
max lij =
√
3rs, as illustrated in Figure 4. Note however,
that if N 6= {4, 6, 12} all triangles will not be equilateral.
We use the Delaunay triangulation [6] on the convex hull
of the vertices [2] to get the triangulation of the closed
surface, and the corresponding edges. Now there will be
some more overlap in the caging, compared to the Platonic
solids, but the same scaling will still guarantee a complete
cage. This can also be seen from Figure 4 where it is clear
that no gap will appear by shortening one or more of the
edges.
Algorithm 3: Required Speed for Caging
Input: C, [p1...pN ], [f1...fN ], ve, re
Result: Pursuer destinations f1 . . . fN ∈ R3 and
required speed vp
1 fi ← ROT (θ, φ, C, fi, pi);
2 Solve the Linear Bottleneck Assignment Problem [4]
between pi and fi where the cost is given by
ci,j = ||pi − fj ||;
3 Relabel {fj} according to assignment so that pi → fi;
4 dmax = max({ci,j}) after assignment;
5 vp = dmaxve/re;
6 return vp
Assigning the N pursuers to formation positions (Algo-
rithm 3 lines 1-3): Assuming the previous parts are solved,
we have a formation configuration that is some distance away
from the starting positions of pursuers and pursuers that we
want to move to the vertices of the formation, in such a
way that the overall time to completion is minimized. Before
doing so, it is possible to further optimize the formation with
respect to pi(t0) by considering the rotation around C. This
can be done using any optimization method of choice. After
the rotation, the problem is now reduced to an instance of
the linear bottleneck assignment problem [4].
Pursuer trajectories and required speed (Algorithm 3
lines 4-5): To finally put everything together we need to
move the pursuers from their initial locations at pi(t0) to
their respective formation positions fi. Get them to wait
there until all pursuers have reached their fi, and then shrink
the cage by simultaneously moving them towards C. The
requirement on the pursuer speed is that they reach fi fast
enough so that the contaminated volume S(t) is enclosed.
This corresponds to vp ≥ dmaxve/re where dmax is the
maximal travel distance, ve is the evader speed, and re is
the radius of the maximal caging formation, as computed
previously.
2) Extension to Conical Sensors: As noted above, the case
of conical sensors is very similar to the spherical case, when
the sensor radius rs is computed as described in Definition 7.
The difference is that it is the positions of the center of
the sensor footprint that is computed, and that the actual
AUVs need to be positioned at the proper distance d from
the sphere, on a line through the center of the sphere C and
the center of the footprint. Thus, the distance from C needs
to be R′ = R+ d, where d = h− b, b is the positive root of
b2 − 2Rb+ r2s = 0, and h = rpcos(α). see Figure 5.
In order for the conical sensors to be able to create cage
rs
C
Pi
D
Rrs
D'
n
rs
C
Pi
B
Drp
α
R
A
d
b
R-b
D'
T
Fig. 5: Side views of sensors caging a sphere. C is the center
of the sphere. Points D and D′ are the intersection of the
sensors with the sphere. Left: A spherical sensor. Pi is the
center of the sensor, |PiD| = rs = rp is the radius of the
sensor. Right: A conical sensor. |PiTBC| is a line. rs =
|BD|, h = |PiB|, d = |PiT |, b = |TB|, rp = |PiD|, R =
|DC|. A is a point on a plane that extends in and out of the
page and n is its normal vector. |AC| is a line.
edges when close to the surface or the seabed, we introduce
an assumption.
Assumption 2: The sensing cone is able to create an edge
such that when the agent is located at the intersection of a
plane (A,n) and the cage sphere C, the cone covers until
the plane, thus α ≥ |AC|/R+ d needs to hold.
C. Results
In order to test our algorithms, we have generated caging
formations for a fixed set of parameters where we could cal-
culate the optimal inter-agent distances analytically and com-
pared our results. We have tested cases for both Problem 3
and Problem 4. Since our method starts in a randomized
state, we have simulated many runs of the same problems to
see the variations in the outcomes.
1) Spherical Sensors: We set rs = rp = 0.5/
√
3 with
spherical sensors, and then examined the generated forma-
tions around a unit sphere for different numbers of AUVs.
The results can be seen in Table I and Figures 1 and 6.
As can be seen from the final formations in Figure 1,
when N = 4, 6, 12, the configurations are indeed close
approximations of Platonic solids. Looking at Table I we
also see that their mean distances are very close to the
analytical results, with very small standard deviations. For
N = 5, 10, 20, the formations contain faces that are not
equilateral triangles and thus the distances vary much more.
TABLE I: Distributions of Maximum Inter-Agent Dis-
tance(MD) on Unit Sphere and Final Radius(FR) Over 1000
Runs with Platonic solid (PS) edge lengths.
N MD Mean MD Std. PS Edges FR Mean FR Std.
4 1.633 0.007 1.633 0.304 0.004
5 1.786 0.061 - 0.286 0.003
6 1.418 0.057 1.414 0.350 0.003
10 1.349 0.066 - 0.388 0.007
12 1.058 0.002 1.051 0.472 0.004
20 1.079 0.017 - 0.476 0.004
The fact that the distances are the same for all triangles
of the Platonic solids make them very efficient for caging
purposes, as the formation can be scaled up to minimize the
overlap in sensor footprints. Looking at the radius of the
final cage (FR) in Table I and Figure 6 we see that it makes
significant jumps in size for the Platonic solids. It is even
the case that spreading five AUVs across the sphere makes
a less efficient cage than using four. Looking at Figure 6 we
see that the irregular increase in FR continues also for larger
numbers of AUVs even though the effect is not as strong as
for the smaller numbers.
Fig. 6: Maximal cage radius as a function of the number of
AUVs. One standard deviation is shown as thick bars while
maximum and minimum values are shown as thin bars. Mean
is represented by the dot in the middle. Each experiment was
repeated 100 times.
V. TYING IT ALL TOGETHER
In this section we will show how the methods explained
in Section III and Section IV are used to solve the original
problem of pursuit evasion in 3D. The first thing to note is
that both of the methods can also be used separately where
applicable.
In order to paint a clearer picture, we will use the scenario
from Section I. In this scenario, we have sightings of evaders
near some coast. These sightings constitute a set of points
F inside the known area D. Given D and F , we use
Algorithm 1 in order to find a cage Q that contains F . Points
in Q that have depth smaller than 0 are removed, as we need
not cover where there is land. Using circle-fitting [10] on the
remaining areas, we generate the points [p1 . . . pN ] where the
AUVs need to be positioned in order to cover the walls of
the minimum area prismatic cage. We have now guaranteed
that the evaders can not leave the volume enclosed by Q. The
next step is to ascertain the exact location of the evaders. To
do so, we need to get the AUVs into close range.
In order to reduce the computation and communication
requirements during operation, we tabulate the solutions of
Algorithm 2 for all N ′, 4 ≤ N ′ ≤ N where N is the
number of available AUVs from Q. This tabulation allows
the AUVs to choose a formation with center point C of
the spherical cage (that they can only acquire during the
operation). During operation, C will be measured once Q
is established and an appropriate spherical cage will be
Algorithm 4: Solution to the full pursuit-evasion prob-
lem
Input: D,Dm, F, rs, ve, maxvp
Result: Captured evader
1 ∆ = 0.5;
2 Q← minimalAreaCage(D,Dm, F,∆) ;
3 [p1 . . . pN ] = circlePack(Dm, Q, rs) ;
4 sphereTable = empty table ;
5 for 4 ≤ N ′ ≤ N do
6 sphereCage = maxVolumeSphericalCage(N ′, rs);
7 add sphereCage to sphereTable with key re ;
// Mission starts
8 DeployAUVs([p1 . . . pN ]) ;
9 while Evader is not captured do
10 C = measureC() ;
11 From sphereTable, find sphereCage that does not
collide with D or the surface ;
12 Get [f1 . . . fN ] and re from sphereCage;
13 vp = requiredSpeedForCaging(C, [p1 . . . pN ] ,
[f1 . . . fN ], ve, re);
14 if vp ≤ maxvp then
15 [f1 . . . fN ]← from sphereCage ;
16 Follow trajectory {pi → fi → (wait)→ C} ;
17 return CaptureSuccessful ;
chosen from the table. At this point, the initial positions for
Algorithm 3 are the ones generated by Algorithm 1, C is
estimated on-line and an appropriate spherical cage is chosen
from the table.
The full algorithm is given in Algorithm 4. Note that ∆ is
arbitrary and only affects the circle packing overlap amount.
rs, ve and maxvp are known quantities of the AUVs and
the evader. The function circlePack() takes as arguments a
cage Q, sensor footprint radius rs and depthmap Dm and
returns the positions of the AUVs in order to cover the walls
between Q and D. The functions minimalAreaCage, maxVol-
umeSphericalCage and requiredSpeedForCaging are Algo-
rithms 1, 2 and 3 respectively. The function DeployAUVs
moves the AUVs from their initial position to [p1 . . . pN ] and
measureC() measures an uncertain location of the evader.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have shown the generation of a minimal
area cage that contains the evader to a known volume.
Followed by this containing cage, we have shown how we
can use the AUVs available in order to create the maximum
volume capturing spherical cage. Using these two methods,
we have shown how a two-step plan can guarantee capture of
an evader. Our methods rely on little information about the
evaders state. They cage all possible locations of the evader
at once and then shrink it in order to capture it. Due to this
way of capture, it is suitable to use where continuous sensing
of the evader is not possible. An example of such a scenario
was discussed.
The methods explained require little computation during
the mission, most of the computation can be done offline and
then re-used as needed. Communication between vehicles is
only required when moving between the two steps.
In the future, we would like to take into account the
uncertainties in the underwater domain. Localization and
sensing uncertainties, together with sparser available maps
make the task of capturing an evader more challenging.
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